TIDEWATER® SAILCLOTH
The #1 Name in Sailcloth Tent Design

WHY TIDEWATER?
• Event Rental proven since 2008
• The most translucent sailcloth fabric on the market
• Up to 30% lighter in weight than other vinyl tents
• Most diverse product offering in the industry
• Commands higher rental rates than traditional tents
• Marketing exposure and support

shaped eave and peak reinforcements that add to the
unique feel of the tent. All leg spacing throughout
remains 10’ regardless of tent size.
The entire product line is available in both one piece
and expandable versions and each is also available in a
fully engineered design. Tidewater™ is a truly stunning
product and has the ability to fulfill your client’s desire
for the ultimate romantic setting.

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

ENGINEERING

Inspired by the sea, the sculpted peaks and eaves
of the Tidewater® Sailcloth Tent combine with a novalance design to create an open airy event space
like nothing you’ve ever experienced. The highly
translucent sailcloth fabric allows natural light to
enhance your next daytime event and positively glows
when lit for evening gatherings.

System engineered to ASCE 7-05 90mph (3 Second
Gust) Exposure “C”

PRODUCT VIDEO

The Tidewater® top is constructed of ProSailTM
proprietary sailcloth material and features catenary
shaped perimeter reinforcements and striking sun
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See our website or our Youtube
Channel for a product video
featuring the benefits of this
tent system.

THE AZTEC ADVANTAGE
THE TENT THAT REDEFINED ELEGANT EVENT SPACE
SPECIFICATIONS
Widths:
20’, 32’ 44’, 51’, 57’, 59’ and 81’ Wide
Lengths:
Expandable in 10’ 20’ and 30’ mids
depending on width
Configurations:
Round ends with dramatic Queen
and King center pole pitches
Fabric:
ProSailTM proprietary polyester
sailcloth with dual side PVC coating
to assure waterproof properties and
easy cleaning
Hardware:
Anodized aluminum pole packages,
anodized aluminum/wood combo
packages, and GraincoteTM finished
aluminum to look like real wood
Flame Retardancy:
NFPA 701, CA State Fire Marshal
Title 19
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Engineering:
ASCE 7-05 90MPH Exposure “C”
Common Accessories:
Flags, sidewalls, doors, connector
marquees, entryway marquees
and electrical cord covers

1. Solid sidewall panels 2. The nautical flair, graceful patterning, and artistic reinforcements make the Tidewater ® a perfect wedding tent 3. Flags and flagpoles allow for full rotation and a touch of whimsy 4. Clear walls with optional roll-up pocket 5. With
the simple shape all you need is simple string or perimeter lighting to create the perfect atmosphere 6. “Wave” entry marquees,
door panels, and gutters are available to connect to other tents

CONFIGURATIONS
81’ x 141’
44’ x 43’ Round

Wave Connector
32’ x 30’ Round

20’ x 27’

Wave Connector
57’ x 96’

51’ x 91’
Wave Entry

32’ x 50’

59’ x 99’
44’ x 83’

51’ x 51’ Round
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